
In Text Clean Up 

 

Now that you have finished your paper and are looking to take the next step in MLA, you need to go back 

and fix your in-text. First of all, go through your paper and get rid of unnecessary in-text. Do it this way: 

 Within paragraphs, if you have consecutive cites from the same source that do not have page 

numbers (i.e. web pages), eliminate all cites but the last one (only within paragraphs) 

 For consecutive cites that have the same page number, eliminate all but the last one (within 

paragraphs) 

 For consecutive cites that have different page numbers, eliminate all but the page number on all 

but the first one (this extends into other paragraphs) 

 

Here is an example (swiped from wikipedia.org). All crossed out cites or words need to be eliminated. 

The Loch Ness Monster, sometimes called Nessie or Ness (Smith 56), is a mysterious and 

unidentified animal or group of animals claimed by some to inhabit Loch Ness, a large deep freshwater 

loch near the city of Inverness in northern Scotland. Nessie is usually categorized as a type of lake 

monster (Smith 56). Its disputed "scientific" name, as chosen by the late Sir Peter Scott, is Nessiteras 

rhombopteryx (Smith 35). Although no evidence exists to suggest the alleged creature's gender, the 

nickname "Nessie" sounds feminine, so the creature is often referred to as female (Brown 37). 

Along with Bigfoot and the Abominable Snowman, Nessie is one of the best-known mysteries of 

cryptozoology (Brown 48). Most scientists and other experts find current evidence supporting Nessie 

unpersuasive, and regard the occasional reports of sightings as hoaxes or misidentification of mundane 

creatures or natural phenomena (“Creature…”). However, belief in the animal persists among many 

people around the world, with the most popular theory being that it is a plesiosaur (“Creature…”). 

Some have argued a history of "monster" sightings in the loch provides circumstantial evidence 

supporting the creature's existence. Note that the validity and origins of these stories have been 

challenged, along with any "history" predating the early 1930s. There have been around 10,000 such 

sightings, a third of which were reported in one form of media or another (“Creature…”). 

 


